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1. Introduction

Early in 2003, a physician infected while treating patients with atypical pneumonia in Guangdong Province, China, infected other travelers in their Hong Kong hotel. On returning home to Singapore, Taiwan, Toronto, and Vietnam, they transmitted the pathogen causing the disease, later named severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), to local residents. Global spread of this hitherto unknown pathogen led WHO to issue travel advisories and some national health authorities to quarantine travelers from affected areas. As subsequent infections were largely nosocomial, hospital infection-control procedures were increasingly enforced. Absent knowledge of the onset of infectiousness, local authorities also quarantined community contacts.

Faced with an infectious disease of unknown etiology, policymakers acted quickly (Gerberding, 2003). Case-series were among the earliest sources of information (e.g., presenting symptoms, duration of distinguishable clinical stages, and outcomes). Upon isolation of the etiologic agent, experience with illnesses caused by related pathogens became germane. While these actions were thoughtful, in retrospect some were unnecessary. We have since developed a model with which policymakers could use similar information—which should be available in future outbreaks, especially of new diseases causing serious morbidity—to assess the likely impact of available interventions.

Because identifying infected people before they become ill is difficult, quarantine is inefficient; e.g., only 11 of 238 probable cases were identified before symptom onset in Singapore (Tan, 2005) and 24 of 480 in Taiwan (Hsieh et al., 2005). Isolating people with symptoms that may herald disease, especially if they might have been exposed to someone since diagnosed, would be more efficient. Impact is proportional to the product of efficiency and efficacy, which must exceed 1 – 1/RI0 for control, where RI0 is the average number of sufficiently intimate contacts for transmission while infectious. Consequently, infected people must be highly infectious or infectious long before becoming ill for quarantine to be a better strategy than simply encouraging those...